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EOSC vision and values

EOSC as federated infrastructure that can enhance value-based open trusted, user centric digital services across borders within the Digital Single Market (Vienna Declaration)

Common values:
• Focused on research needs
• Community driven
• Inclusive and respectful of diversity
• Transparent and trustworthy
Governance structure

EOSC Governance Board  ->  reviews and decides

EOSC Executive Board  ->  elaborates and proposes

Stakeholders Forum  ->  provides input and feedback

EOSC Secretariat  ->  support and co-creation
Governance Board - Mandate

- Deciding the strategic orientations for the EOSC.
- Post-2020 planning.
- Endorse the mandate of EOSC WGs.
- Assessing the progress of the EOSC implementation.
- Ensuring coordination with relevant Member States/Commission initiatives.
- Approving new activities in support of the EOSC, including its long-term sustainability.
Governance Board – Operating principles

The GB and its subgroups have four core operating principles:

- Openness.
- Inclusivity.
- Balance.
- Foresight.
Three subgroups established initially:

- **Compatibility** of EOSC with current/planned national structures/initiatives.

- **Regulatory framework** for the emerging ecosystem.

- **Data**: Underpinning the resilience of the EOSC.
Executive Board – Working Groups
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Current issues of the GB

**Strawman report** (Sustainability WG)
- explore possible means for sustaining the European Open Science Cloud beyond 2020 (financing model: core and market places, legal vehicle, governance structure, regulatory and policy environment of the EOSC)

**Strategic partnership**
- Options: Co-programmed/Co-funded partnership
- Agree on MoU /contractual arrangement — common vision, possible contributions of MS and EU, incentives

- Discussion process and active involvement of scientific community on MS and EU level is vital for the success
Kiittää!
Thank you!